Abstract: A substantial number of studies have analyzed how driving factors impact aerosols, but they have been little concerned with the spatial heterogeneity of aerosols and the factors that impact aerosols. The spatial distributions of the aerosol optical depth (AOD) retrieved by Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) data at 550-nm and 3-km resolution for three highly developed metropolises, the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (BTH) region, the Yangtze River Delta (YRD), and the Pearl River Delta (PRD), in China during 2015 were analyzed. Different degrees of spatial heterogeneity of the AOD were found, which were indexed by Moran's I index giving values of 0.940, 0.715, and 0.680 in BTH, YRD, and PRD, respectively. For the spatial heterogeneity, geographically weighted regression (GWR) was employed to carry out a spatial factor analysis, where terrain, climate condition, urban development, and vegetation coverage were taken as the potential driving factors. The results of the GWR imply varying relationships between the AOD and the factors. The results were generally consistent with existing studies, but the results suggest the following: (1) Elevation increase would more likely lead to a strong negative impact on aerosols (with most of the coefficients ranging from −1.5~0 in the BTH, −1.5~0 in the YRD, and −1~0 in the PRD) in the places with greater elevations where the R-squared values are always larger than 0.5. However, the variation of elevations cannot explain the variation of aerosols in the places with relatively low elevations (with R-squared values approximately 0.1, ranging from 0 to 0.3, and approximately 0.1 in the BTH, YRD, and PRD), such as urban areas in the BTH and YRD. (2) The density of the built-up areas made a strong and positive impact on aerosols in the urban areas of the BTH (R-squared larger than 0.5), while the R-squared dropped to 0.1 in the places far away from the urban areas. (3) The vegetation coverage led to a stronger relief on the AOD in parts of the YRD and PRD (with coefficients less than −0.6 and ranging from −0.4~−0.6, respectively) where there is greater vegetation coverage, and led to a weaker relief on the AOD in the urban area of the PRD with a coefficient of approximately −0.2~−0.4.
Introduction
Aerosols are mainly composed of carbonaceous compounds (e.g., coal fly ash and organic matter), soluble ions (e.g., sulfate, nitrate, and calcium ions), and almost all insoluble inorganic substances (e.g., elemental oxides) [1] , which are closely related to particulate matter (PM) [2] and can reflect atmospheric quality [3] . Aerosols also lead to adverse influences on human health [4] . As a result, atmospheric aerosols have become one of the trending topics of air quality studies. Owing to remote sensing (RS) techniques, the temporal and large-scale spatial aerosol distributions retrieved from RS end of 2010, the population of these study areas accounted for 27% of the total population in China, and the regions' Gross Domestic Product (GDP) represented 43% of the national GDP [16] . In addition, according to studies by Cui et al. (2016) [17] and Xing (2014) [18] , these three metropolises are suffering serious air pollution, and need to be further studied.
The locations of the BTH, YRD, and PRD are shown in Figure 1 . The BTH and YRD are located in the northern and mid-eastern parts of China, respectively, while the PRD is situated in the southern region, towards the South China Sea. The spatial heterogeneity is not only evident in the geographic locations but also in the climate. According to studies by Zhou et al. [19] and Li [20] , the climate conditions vary considerably by region. For example, strong precipitation was observed in the PRD, while the annual precipitation of the BTH was much less. With varying climate conditions and different degrees of autocorrelation for these three metropolises, different impact factors were selected and the GWR model was used to describe the spatially varying relationship between the impact factors and the AOD in the metropolises.
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Data Sources
The AOD data used in this study were obtained from the Aqua MODIS data Level 2 Collection 6 (C6), with a spatial resolution of 3 km × 3 km, for the year 2015. The MODIS data were downloaded from NASA's Level 1 and Atmosphere Archive and Distribution System (LAADS) (available online: https://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/data/search.html).Massive studies have been carried out to validate the accuracy of MODIS C6 aerosol product [21] [22] [23] [24] , which have proven that it is sufficiently accurate for use in a variety of applications [25] . The 3-km AOD data has also been widely utilized to estimate the air quality [26] . Specifically, in this study, the 550-nm spectral information from a daily 3-km aerosol dataset was used to extract the AOD by MODIS Dark Target aerosol algorithms, and finally, the mean value of daily AOD in 2015 was calculated by ArcGIS. Many other reliable algorithms can also be found in existing studies [27, 28] . To guarantee the accuracy of the AOD dataset, we used monitoring data of the ground-based data from six Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) sites in China to test the MODIS 3-km AOD [7] .
To carry out the factor analysis, five potential impact factors were selected according to a literature review. The data sources and the reasons for selecting the impact factors are listed below. 
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Natural factors
The influence of elevation on AOD has been noted in numerous studies [7, 9, 29] . He et al. [7] discovered that the highest AOD values are more likely to be found in flat areas with low elevation, whereas in mountainous areas or highland areas, the AOD values are generally low. In addition, Li et al. [9] also showed that the spatial distribution of AOD is significantly influenced by terrain. Therefore, terrain was selected as one of the impact factors in this study. Specifically, a global DEM (see Figure 2a) , which describes the ground elevation information and has a wide application scope, was used as the data source to reflect the terrain in the study area. The global DEM, at a 1-km spatial resolution, was generated by Data Central, Institute of Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources Research, Chinese Academy of Sciences (http://www.resdc.cn/).
(ii) Normalized Difference Vegetation Index A negative relationship between the NDVI and AOD was widely reported [30] . Since vegetation has the ability to absorb atmospheric particulates, high NDVI areas are more likely to be covered by a low AOD [9] . Therefore, the NDVI at a 1-km resolution was selected as one of the potential impact factors (see Figure 2b) . The NDVI data were obtained from Data Central, Institute of Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources Research, Chinese Academy of Sciences (http://www.resdc.cn/).
(iii) Precipitation and wind speed (WS)
The relationship between meteorological factors and aerosols was reported by Jin et al. [31] and Lau and Kim [32] , who proved that precipitation and wind speed have a significant impact on the distribution of aerosols. In this case, we selected wind speed and precipitation as potential impact factors (see Figure 2c ,d). The precipitation data was obtained from Data Central, Institute of Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources Research, Chinese Academy of Sciences, with a 1-km resolution, while the wind speed, based on land-based stations, was provided by the American National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI).
Land-use Cover Factor
Shengtian et al. [33] reported that the density of built-up areas and aerosols are strongly related. Therefore, we selected the density of built-up area (DBA) (see Figure 2e ) from land cover data as a potential impact factor, which required two steps: converting the facet elements of the buildings into point elements, and then calculating the point density. All of these operations were handled in ArcGIS 10.2. The land-use cover data with a 1-km by 1-km resolution was obtained from Data Central, Institute of Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources Research, Chinese Academy of Sciences (available online: http://www.resdc.cn/). Table 1 summarizes the basic information about these potential impact factors. To make the statements more concise, we used abbreviations to express the corresponding potential impact factors. Atmosphere 2018, 9, 156 6 of 14
Methods

Spatial Autocorrelation Analysis
Spatial autocorrelation is one aspect of spatial heterogeneity and can be measured by various indices, including Moran's I [34], Geary's C [35] , and others [36] . The most widely used of these measures is Moran's I [37] [38] [39] , which provides a simple means to assess the degree of spatial autocorrelations. The value of Moran's I ranges from −1 to 1. A value close to 1 indicates a positive autocorrelation, a value close to −1 indicates a negative autocorrelation, and a value close to 0 suggests a random spatial distribution. Moran's I can be calculated as given in Equation (1):
where W ij denotes the spatial weighting factor. When the spatial unit i is the neighbor of the spatial unit j, the value of W ij is 1. Otherwise, the value of W ij is zero [37] . The variables X i and X j are the values of X in the corresponding spatial units i and j, respectively; X is the average of the X value; n is the total number of spatial units; and i represents the i-th unit.
Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR)
The GWR is an extension of the traditional standard regression [40] , which are the local statistics, with a set of local parameters varying from place to place to represent the spatial heterogeneity of geographical phenomena [41] . In contrast, the normally used regression methods, such as OLS, are the global statistics, and they assume that the relationship is spatially constant. The GWR can be expressed as shown in Equation (2):
where (u i , v i ) denotes the coordinate of location i in space, β 0 (u i , v i ) represents the intercept value, X ik is the k-th independent variable at location i, and β k (u i , v i ) represents the parameter for the k-th independent variable at location i.
This model allows the parameters to be locally estimated. Tu and Xia [41] noted that the GWR takes the spatial locations of samples into consideration, which shows its superiority in reflecting spatially complicated relationships. The estimation of parameters
where W(u i , v i ) is a n × n matrix whose diagonal elements denote the geographical weighting of the observation data for observation i, and the off-diagonal elements are zero. The weights matrix is computed for each point i at which the parameters are estimated. The core of the GWR model is the spatial weighting function, which is critical for the correct estimation of the model parameters. The most commonly used spatial weighting functions are the Gaussian function and bi-square function. Referring to an existing study [42] , the Gaussian function was used in our study, and by Gaussian function, the weights can be calculated using Equation (4):
where b is a nonnegative parameter known as the bandwidth, which produces a decay of influence with distance d ij between locations i and j. In contrast, the bi-square function (Equation (5)) can adjust the bandwidth automatically, based on the density of the sample:
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where d ij is the Euclidean distance between location i and location j, and b is the bandwidth. In this study, 987, 946, and 941 random points in the BTH, YRD, and PRD were sampled as the input of GWR. The points were generated randomly by the Create Random Points tool in ArcGIS; then, we used the Extract Values to Points tool in ArcGIS to extract the values of the independent and dependent variables at the location of the points.
Results and Discussion
Spatial Distribution of AOD and Its Potential Impact Factors for the Metropolises
A high AOD was found in the urban areas in these three regions. Figure 1 displays the annual mean AOD for these three metropolises. Spatially, the high AOD values were clustered in the urban areas. Specifically, the southern and central parts of the BTH experienced high AOD values, such as in Beijing, Tianjin, Shijiazhuang, Tangshan, Xingtai, Baoding, and Handan, which are the most developed areas of China, with large areas of built-up land. This situation also occurred in the north of the YRD, especially in Yancheng, Suzhou, Shanghai, and Nantong. However, although most parts of Guangdong Province have high build-up densities, lower AOD values were observed. This is partly because typhoons and heavy rains frequently occur in these zones [20] .
Moran's I indices were calculated to represent the spatial distribution of the AOD, and they suggest different degrees of spatial autocorrelations for the study areas. Specifically, 987, 946, and 941 random points in the BTH, YRD, and PRD, respectively, were sampled. The Moran's I values, along with Z-scores and p-values, are listed in Table 2 , and they suggest obvious and varying spatial autocorrelations in the spatial distribution of the AOD in our study areas. The Z-scores are simply standard deviations and the p-value is a probability. The Z-score and p-value indicate the confidence levels of the results. In our study, based on the listed Z-scores and p-values, 99% confidence levels have been achieved. Therefore, according to these confidence results, among these metropolises, the spatial distribution of AOD in the BTH suffered the highest spatial autocorrelation, with a Moran's I score of 0.940. The AOD in the YRB and PRD suffered a mitigated but also evident spatial autocorrelation, with a Moran's I of 0.715 and 0.680, respectively. The Moran's I suggests that there is a less than 1% likelihood that this clustered pattern of AOD could be the result of random chance in these three metropolises. To determine the potential driving factors for the AOD in the metropolises, a Pearson correlation analysis was carried out to clarify the general relationships between the AOD and the potential driving factors. As the results show in Table 3 , the significances of the correlations between all potential factors and the AOD are less than 0.05, which is statistically significant.
The results of the Pearson correlation analysis are consistent with existing studies, but the degree varies. In our case, the AOD values are always positively correlated with the DBA values, which is consistent with previous studies [43, 44] . More specifically, the DBA had the strongest positive influence on the AOD value in the BTH (0.60) and PRD (0.58), but their relation becomes weaker in the YRD (0.46). A negative relationship between the NDVI and AOD is found in the BTH, YRD, and PRD, [7] study for all of China and Li and Wang's study for Guangdong Province. There is an obviously negative relationship between the DEM and AOD in these metropolises: −0.86 in the BTH, −0.69 in the YRD, and −0.60 in the PRD. On the other hand, the correlation analysis suggests the relationships between the WS and precipitation did not have a significant relationship with the AOD in our case, which conflicts with previous conclusions [31, 32] . It is possible that because the area of each study region is too small, these meteorological factors are relatively stable in each region, and in this case, the WS and precipitation were not selected as the driving factors. To be specific, we chose the factors with correlation coefficients larger than 0.5 as the independent variables to carry out the GWR. 
Factor Analysis by GWR and OLS-Based Regression
Model Validation
The GWR is better at addressing problems with autocorrelated spatial distributions, and OLS-based regression can address normal problems. To make a comparison, the GWR-and OLS-based regressions were carried out simultaneously for the three metropolises. The diagnoses of the GWR and the OLS models are provided in Table 4 . The GWR model performs much better in the impact factors analysis of the AOD with higher R-squared values, lower corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc) and lower spatial clustering of residuals than that of the OLS. Taking the BTH as an example, the R-squared value of the GWR is 0.94 for DBA, while that of OLS is much lower (only 0.36). In addition, the AICc is a criterion for evaluating the results of regression models, which estimates the relative quality of statistical models [45] . The AICc has the advantage of tending to be more accurate than the AICc (especially for small samples). The AICc value of the OLS is larger than that of the GWR, suggesting that the GWR model performs better than the OLS model in this study area [40] . As seen in Table 4 , there are large gaps between the AICc values of OLS and GWR, especially in the BTH, the AICc values of OLS are −388.55 and −1269.04 larger than that of the GWR for the DBA and DEM, respectively. Moreover, the GWR evidently reduced the spatial clustering of the residuals by using the Moran's I index. The Moran's I values of the residuals in the OLS model are higher than those of the GWR model (see Table 4 ) in our study areas for all independent variables. Specifically, for example, the Moran's I value of the residuals in the OLS for the PRD, with the DEM as the independent variable, is 0.59, Atmosphere 2018, 9, 156 9 of 14 and the Moran's I value dropped to 0.03 in the same regions with the same independent variable by the GWR. A similar improvement was also found in the GWR with the DBA and NDVI as the independent variables, respectively.
The diagnoses suggest a better performance of the GWR model in our case study. The GWR significantly improved the R-squared values and reduced the spatial clustering of the residuals in the region with autocorrelation. The diagnosis guarantees the accuracy of the results of the GWR, which are shown and discussed in the following section.
Spatially Varying Relationship between AOD and Its Impact Factors
The GWR discovered spatially varying coefficients for the independent variables (see Figures 3-5 for BTH, YRD, and PRD, respectively). In general, the coefficients are consistent with the results of existing studies and coefficients achieved by the OLS (see Table 5 ), but they vary from place to place.
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The DBA has a positive impact on the AOD increase by the GWR, and according to the spatially varying R-squared value, that strong positive impact is only reliable in the area with a higher DBA. In most parts of BTH, the coefficient of DBA is steady at 0 to 1, with an R-squared value approximately 0.1, which suggests that the DBA cannot explain the change of the AOD. However, in the places with a higher DBA, the R-squared value increased to approximately 0.4, and the value of the coefficient grew to above 1. Similarly, in the PRD, the DBA led to evident impact on an aerosol increase merely in the place with a larger area of built-up land and a higher DBA, where By the GWR, it was found that the elevation led to a negative impact on the AOD in our case, which is consistent with the results of the OLS and existing studies, but it indicates that the DEM cannot explain the aerosol increases in the plain areas, such as the urban areas of the BTH and YRD. A positive coefficient has been found in some places, while the corresponding R-squared values in these areas are relatively low (see the marked places in Figures 3a, 4a and 5a ). It indicates that in these places, the DEM is not a significant factor contributing to the AOD variation. For example, in the southeastern regions of the BTH (Tianjin, Cangzhou City), the R-squared value is less than 0.1 (see Figure 3b) , and it suggests that in developed areas, the variation of the DEM would not explain the change of the AOD. Similarly, the R-squared values of the DEM in the most developed urban area of the YRD (Shanghai, Yangzhou, Yancheng, Nantong) are also very low, ranging from 0.1 to 0.2. It is possible that population and energy emissions will contribute to the majority of aerosol increases [46, 47] in developed urban areas, and no obvious elevation variation exists in urban area. However, this situation changes in the PRD, where urban areas still maintain a stronger negative coefficient of DEM, and the R-squared (greater than 0.4) is higher than that of the other two metropolises. Taking Shenzhen in PRD as an example, there are mountains in cities, and an obvious AOD drop has been found in mountains. As a result, a strong negative with a higher R-squared impact of DEM on AOD was found in these areas.
The DBA has a positive impact on the AOD increase by the GWR, and according to the spatially varying R-squared value, that strong positive impact is only reliable in the area with a higher DBA. In most parts of BTH, the coefficient of DBA is steady at 0 to 1, with an R-squared value approximately 0.1, which suggests that the DBA cannot explain the change of the AOD. However, in the places with a higher DBA, the R-squared value increased to approximately 0.4, and the value of the coefficient grew to above 1. Similarly, in the PRD, the DBA led to evident impact on an aerosol increase merely in the place with a larger area of built-up land and a higher DBA, where a larger R-squared value existed. In the area with no built-up land, the R-squared value dropped to under 0.1. This R-squared value differs from the results provided by the OLS with a constant coefficient of 1.19 and 0.69 in the BTH and PRD, respectively. The results of OLS suggested a constant strong positive impact of the DBA on aerosols in all metropolises, whereas the GWR showed that strong positive impacts merely existed in the places with a higher DBA.
The GWR showed a negative impact of the NDVI on aerosol increases in the YRD and PRD, and that impact is stronger in areas with greater vegetation coverage than in the places covered by built-up land. In the YRD, the places with R-squared values greater than 0.4 are those in places with a higher NDVI and are far away from the built-up land. In these places, a strong negative impact of the NDVI has been found, with a coefficient less than −0.6. A similar condition can be found for PRD. However, we also find a negative impact of the NDVI in the urban places with R-squared values larger than 0.4 (see the marked places in Figure 5c,d ). This negative impact is weaker with a coefficient of approximately −0.2~−0.4. It suggests that in the PRD, the NDVI has a strong negative impact on aerosols in the places with high NDVI values that are far away from urban areas, and it also relieves the aerosols in the urban areas, but this impact is weaker.
Conclusions
In this study, we analyzed the spatial variation of MODIS-retrieved aerosols over the BHT, YRD, and PRD in 2015, according to the Moran's I values of the AOD, and we suggest that there were obvious spatial autocorrelations in our case, which is an aspect of spatial heterogeneity. After that, the correlation analysis between the AOD and its potential impact factors was carried out to select impact factors for each region with which the GWR was carried out. The GWR is better than the OLS in identifying the impact factors of aerosols, and it improves the R-squared value, reduces the AICc values, and reduces the autocorrelation of the residuals.
The spatial heterogeneity in the AOD distributions and their impact factors for three metropolises has been proven in various aspects. First, the Moran's I index of the AOD varied from 0.94 to 0.68 in these three metropolises. It suggests that the AOD in the BTH suffered a strong spatial autocorrelation and spatial clustering, while the degree spatial autocorrelation dropped in the PRD, with a more spreading spatial distribution of the AOD. Second, the Pearson correlation analysis on the AOD and its impact factors discovered that the impact factors of the AOD in metropolises are different.
According to the results of the GWR, the impact varied from place to place. Specifically, even though a negative impact of the DEM on the AOD was found and the conclusion is consistent with existing studies [7, 30] , in the BTH, the DEM can only explain the aerosol decrease in the places with large terrains and cannot explain the aerosol decrease in the places with low terrains, which are usually the urban areas. Similar conditions also existed in the YRD. However, for the PRD, due to the large number of mountains in the cities and the elevation changes in many of the urban areas, there is still a strong negative relationship between elevation and aerosol in urban areas. Being different from existing studies, which found that the DEM made a negative impact on aerosols for an entire region, the GWR suggests that only in the places with higher terrains would the DEM lead to a negative impact. For the impact of the NDIV, the GWR determined a negative relationship between the NDVI and the AOD, and an existing study also found a negative relationship [7] . However, this negative impact is strong in the places with larger vegetation coverage and weak in the urban area with less vegetation coverage, according to the results of the GWR. When considering the impact of the DBA, it also found that in the places with higher urban development, there is a larger R-squared value and it suggests that only in these places is the positive impact of the DBA on aerosol reliable.
The spatial heterogeneity of air quality, including autocorrelation and non-stationarity, has been widely studied [48, 49] , but few studies have included spatial heterogeneity in factor analysis by using the GWR model to address this problem. This study looked at the heterogeneity of the AOD in the BTH, YRD, and PRD, and conducted the factor analysis by GWR rather than by OLS. The results are reliable and considerable. They clarify that even in the same region, one impact may specifically affect aerosols in limited places. In fact, the GWR has been widely used in spatial relationship analyses in different fields [50, 51] , while few studies used it in the field of factor analysis for AOD. In our case, the GWR not only significantly improved the value of R-squared and reduced the autocorrelation in the residuals but also provided reliable and reasonable results. For future studies, the GWR can be used for the impact factor analysis of AOD under multiple spatial scales, and more considerable impact factors, such as population, GDP, and road density, can be added.
